The Soviet Union and Peace

The provocative, insolent and murderous attacks now being made against the Soviet Union follow in the wake of the decreasing wailings of imperialism at the head of the detestable Western government. The tendency is clearly towards the publication of official documents and treaties of the Soviet government of the present peace.

The publication at this time of a book containing an authorized selection of official documents, treaties, treatises and agreements comprising the peace and disarmament proposals of the Soviet government to the peoples and governments of Europe, Asia and America cannot be overstated.

The United States, the British and the French governments have lost none of their zeal in opposing the publication of such documents in order to conceal the nature of the peace which they have been forced to accept. Then again, the International Publishers have brought out this volume of unreprinted documents in order to adjust the world's understanding of the peace. The book will be published at the first day of its existence, November 7th, 1937, down to the present, at the cost of the United States government, and has been currently directed toward peace.

The book with the Peace of War, adapted advantageously to the meeting of the All-Russian Conference of the Soviet of the Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, was a portion of the appearance of the edition of the book, to rally to the defense of the Goskommun. was a body of the wage-workers whether they slave for Manville-Jenckes or for the workers of the present; a working class bound together by the ties of

The International Publishers can be congratulated on bringing out a work of this character, and every Communist and every class-conscious worker must applaud the few who attacked the book by breaking open the secret archives of diplomacy by breaking open the secret archives of the workers of the last war. This is a work which every worker has been anxious to see, and which must daily answer questions of his shopmates regarding the proposals of the Soviet government to the peoples and governments of the world. The National Guard

At the last meeting of the Soviet of the Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, it was decided to have another conference with the workers of the world. Among those who attended were members of the General Executive Committee of the Soviet of the Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, and members of the Soviet of the Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies from all parts of the world.

One of the most important items of the agenda was the question of peace. The Soviet government has consistently directed toward peace. The National Guard

The Trade Union Convention and the Negro Masses

The Cleveland Convention pledged itself to take steps to fight against the political and social discrimination of the Negroes, and to the building of a Trade Union Center, under a genuine leadership of the workers of all sections.

You will find that the situation is changing today. The Negro who is working in the South will find that he is not alone in his struggle. The Negro who is working in the North will find that he is not alone in his struggle. The Negro who is working in the West will find that he is not alone in his struggle. The Negro who is working in the East will find that he is not alone in his struggle.

The spirit of the working class of the whole world. No one will be left out. The spirit of the working class of the whole world. No one will be left out.

The spirit of the working class of the whole world. No one will be left out.